Courses for working with infectious substances and GMM

For those who don't have the experience or are not acquainted with the Swedish laws and regulations governing work with infectious substances or GMM, there is a one day course held several times each semester. During this course we will discuss the organization of Uppsala University, Swedish laws and ordinances, work with infectious substances, incidents and accidents, practical risk assessments, and there is an exercise with containment and clean-up of a simulated biological spill. The course is free of charge (and in some cases mandatory) for those who work at Uppsala University, and is primarily aimed at master students, Ph.D. students, post-docs, laboratory assistants, and new group leaders. The course is held in English, and comes with complementary “fika”. For Ph.D students the course is worth 1 hp. The following course dates are offered during the spring semester of 2019. The course is always held 09:00-15:30, somewhere at BMC. Use the links below to sign up. Note that the number of seats is limited.

- 2019/1/29: http://doit.medfarm.uu.se/kurt13134
- 2019/2/27: http://doit.medfarm.uu.se/kurt13135
- 2019/3/26: http://doit.medfarm.uu.se/kurt13136
- 2019/5/7: http://doit.medfarm.uu.se/kurt13137
- 2019/6/11: http://doit.medfarm.uu.se/kurt13138
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